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Margaret McCartney: Blaming doctors won’t reduce
antibiotic overuse
Margaret McCartney general practitioner, Glasgow

“Doctors write 10 million needless antibiotic prescriptions a
year,” was the Guardian’s headline,1 and Mark Baker, director
of clinical practice at the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE), told the BBC that some doctors are a “soft
touch” and that “ultimately, if they fail to fall into line, there is
always recourse to the professional regulator.”2

Furthermore, NICE said, “If successfully implemented, NICE’s
guidance could help to reduce inappropriate prescribing by
22%—accounting for 10 million prescriptions,”3 which led to
the Guardian’s headline.
I am all for reducing overdiagnosis and overtreatment. I’m chair
of the Royal College of General Practitioners’ overdiagnosis
group. I should be delighted that an influential organisation is
keen to reduce iatrogenic harm. But this media coverage has
been a disaster.
Where is the evidence that doctors write 10 million unnecessary
antibiotic prescriptions a year? NICE told me that the figure
was an estimate based on expert opinion from an adviser to the
Department of Health, Mike Sharland. When I spoke to him,
he told me that it was not a figure that he recognised. It was not
in NICE’s press release, either; but it was included at a press
conference that NICE held to publicise its new guidelines, and
it was published in public relations material on NICE’s website.
I’m willing to think that we can reduce antibiotic
prescriptions—but hype of any kind is bad practice.
In any case, raw data do not tell us which antibiotics were
unnecessary. We are being asked to prescribe more antibiotics
in different populations—for example, regular azithromycin in
people with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. And I’m
aware of the tensions that come from a patient who says, “I’m
an expert in me,” as well as the public reviews that people can
leave about the NHS and how “refusal” to prescribe antibiotics
can be perceived.
It’s easy to prescribe antibiotics. It takes time, energy, and trust
not to do so.4 This is about culture, and this culture needs first
to be understood. NICE’s handling of the media can do real
world damage. Do we want patients to conclude that the reason
for not prescribing antibiotics is not because they are useless
but because doctors are afraid of being struck off? We should

be honest, share uncertainties with our patients, explain when
antibiotics are unlikely to help, relax the NHS culture of “earlier
is better” for minor illnesses,5 and get better knowledge into
common currency—for example, viral coughs last for weeks.
How wonderful it would be if NICE had said, “Prescribing
antibiotics is hard to get right. We want to support doctors and
patients to reduce low value prescribing. Even careful, cognisant
doctors are sometimes going to get it wrong, but this is a risk
we think is worth taking. Doctors, we will help you get more
time to talk with your patients about the things that are important
to them. We have your backs.”
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